Hear Technologies donates to local artist emergency relief fund, invites others to join them
April 13, 2020
The performing arts community has supported Hear Technologies for many years - now it’s our
turn to help them. As a result of COVID19, events have been cancelled, putting musicians and
artists in a tight spot. So, Hear Technologies donated to Huntsville’s arts emergency COVID19
relief fund to help our hometown artists. Arts Huntsville Individual Artist Emergency Relief Fund
is helping musicians get through tough times until it’s safe to schedule gigs again.
To all musicians, sound engineers, artists, and producers: You’re in our thoughts. Musicians and
artists enrich every part of our lives. They make us smile and fill our days with good. That’s why
we’re challenging those who can to join us in donating to relief funds helping artists right now.
Based in Huntsville, AL, Hear Technologies designs and builds professional audio equipment personal monitor mixing systems used by artists around the world. Because we build products
that help musicians hear what they need to in order to perform, we’re grateful for the support
the musician, recording, and live performance community has given us over the years. Giving
back to that community is our way of saying thanks.
If you, too, enjoy the work musicians and artists create and have the ability to support them,
we invite you to join us in giving back.
To join us in supporting Huntsville musicians and artists, visit ArtsHuntsville.org.
To support artists across the U.S, visit https://www.grammy.com/musicares.
About Hear Technologies
Hear Technologies offers unique and affordable solutions for personal and professional
monitoring systems. We provide options for everyone – from beginners to seasoned pros. Our
digital solutions give everyone the mix they need to perform their best. We design our products
with the user in mind, so Hear gear is easy to use right out of the box, while providing the best
sound in the business. Whether or not you’ve used a personal monitor mixer, the
straightforward layouts of our powerful systems make getting the right mix a quick and
effortless experience. Hear Technologies sets the bar high for quality sound, breaking new
ground in the market to provide our customers with peak pro audio performance. For more
information visit http://www.heartechnologies.com/.

